
Pitching  

Reminders: 

- Pitchers should be pitching 4-5 times each week, ~50 pitches (of each pitch), each session 
- Keep push-off foot straight, power straight ahead 
- Don’t open your hips 
- Keep glove close to body, don’t fly away 
- Take your time on the mound between pitches 
- Hit your spots! 
- Have a purpose – it’s about more than just strikes 

Delivery of the Pitch: 

*Most critical part of pitching 
*Release is at the back hip, keep tight to body 
*Three Reminders to ensure delivery is consistent 

1. Keep delivery simple – no extra movements 
2. Generate momentum with arm swing 
3. Leg Drive – explode off the mound, don’t just step 

a. Be sure that the toe of the front foot is being pressed into the ground, heel up, to generate a strong 
push off the mound 

Pitches 

- Fastball 
o Grip: Find the “C” made from the seams 
o Place fingers across the “C” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Release: In front of back leg 
 When releasing, move hand in such a way like turning a doorknob out in front of body 

o Arm: Tight to body; think about keeping elbow in close 
o Placement of Pitch: Corners, keep at knees or up and in on the hands 
o When to throw the pitch: When you need a strike or when you need to get ahead on the count 

**Younger age groups will throw more fastballs, as they work on developing their speed and accuracy. As players get 
older, they will throw fewer fastballs** 



- Change-Up 
o Grip: Similar to a fastball, but create small circle with pointer finger and thumb 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o MOST IMPORTANT PART of throwing a change-up is that you SELL IT!  
o Motion: As hand is approaching release point, lead with the wrist, flick the wrist to release 
o Release: Hand should finish palm down, pointing towards the catcher’s knees 
o Placement of Pitch: No higher than the knees when a pitcher is behind in the count; can be thrown in 

the dirt when the pitcher is ahead in the count 
o When to throw the pitch: Anytime in the count; use it to keep the other team off balance 

**A change-up should be the second pitch taught, after player has gotten the hang of a fastball** 

 
- Riseball 

o 4-seam 
 Grip: Find upside down “U” 
 Middle finger to the left of the seam, slightly bend pointer finger 

 

 

 

 



o 2-seam (Image on right) 
 Grip: Find two middle seams (the middle of the ball where they are closest together) 
 Middle finger to the left of one seam, ring finger to the left of the other, slightly bend pointer 

finger (same as in 4-seam riseball image) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o Motion: Keep weight shifted slightly back, shoulders behind hip 
 Think about keeping arm very long, work on knuckles staying towards the ground 

o Release: Pinky finger leads throughout the release, release at the same place as fastball, have a tall 
finish 

o Placement: The ball should move in a 6-to-12 direction (like on a clock) 
o When to throw the pitch: For a strikeout pitch, when you’re ahead 

 

Drills: 

Foundation Drills 

- ¾ rotation (also called “T” positon, as body will look like the letter “T”)  
o Have a good foundation from hips down 

 Back heel is up, back toes are in, back knee is under back hip, chin over belly button 
o Start without moving bottom half 
o Add in dragging of back foot (shoe laces down, back knee to front knee motion) 
o Add in step with front foot 

- K Position 
o Throwing arm above head, straight up 
o Step with front foot 
o Focus on release point and finishing 

Walk-Up Drill 

- Materials: Power Line – cones, bat, chalk, etc. 
- Point: helping the pitcher to extend her pitching range and get momentum 
- Pitcher starts behind the mound 
- Pitcher walks up to the mound and throws the pitch once she reaches the mound 



One Knee Drill 

- Point: to focus on the whole arm rotation; upper body isolation 
- Pitchers go on one knee (push off foot knee down) and put the other leg out in front of them 
- Work on their rotation, pitch to target 10-15 feet away 

20-4 Drill (or 10-3) 

- Point: to focus on strike accuracy and ball control, not speed 
- Caution: do not overwork pitchers 
- Pitchers start at their normal pitching distance or somewhat closer 
- Pitchers throw 20 strikes for every 4 balls they pitch (60% power) 
- Alternative: For older pitchers - if the pitcher gets the forth ball before getting the 20th strike, they start 

over 

Balance Drills 

- Use Bosu balance ball (work on keeping balance on push off toe) 
- Use balance beam (work on keeping power and balance straight at the plate, not opening hips) 

Around the World 

- With or without worksheets (recommend using worksheets for older players) 
- Cannot move on to the next pitch/location until successful pitches have been completed (3 out of 5, 2 out of 

3, etc.) 

Bucket Drill 

- Sit on bucket in pitching position (glove foot out front, knees bent, push-off leg on side of bucket) 
- From sitting position, push up and off the bucket into the pitch 

 


